Abstract-Dynamic texture motions like flowing water, motion of leaves etc. have a complex random character. A sequence containing such a content is challenging to encode even when using state of the art High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) especially, if the available bandwidth is limited. It is observed that often when predicting dynamic textures, codec switches to intra prediction. At lower rates, dynamic texture content shows visually annoying blurring and blocking artifacts.
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For dynamic textures, both spatial and temporal details are perceptually of less importance. This property of the Human Visual System (HVS) can be exploited when coding dynamic texture content, as suggested in this paper. At the encoder, preprocessing is done by skipping even numbered B pictures. At the decoder side, skipped pictures are synthesized using linear phase shift interpolation of the complex wavelet coefficients, from the adjacent already decoded pictures. Subjective evaluation of proposed approach is done by using a pair wise comparison test between the proposed results and the conventional HEVC decoded bitstream at similar bitrates. The evaluation results show that viewers prefer the proposed result over conventional HEVC.
I. INTRODUCTION
Textures are categorized into two categories based on motion i.e. static or dynamic [1] . The former refers to an object in a scene which exhibits spatial homogeneity such as a fabric, surface of a stone and does not have any local motion over time (excluding potential camera motion). The latter are sequences of images of moving scenes that exhibit certain stationarity properties in time; these include flowing water, leaves in motion, fire, etc. We focus primarily on dynamic textures, as such a type of motion is extremely challenging to compress, when using state of the art High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) [2] , [3] .
It is mostly observed that when encoding dynamic textures, motion compensation performance of HEVC is not efficient, as a consequence the residual has high energy. One of the reason is rapid change in the signal over time. Often, the codec switches to Intra mode over dynamic textured regions instead of using Inter prediction when predicting B pictures as shown in Fig. 1b . It is also observed that Coding Tree Units (CTU's) are partitioned in to smaller Coding Units (CU's) over such regions as shown in Fig. 1c , this further adds to the bitrate. Accordingly, such a motion is difficult to predict using standard motion compensation algorithms, due to its complex random character. To solve this problem, several texture coding techniques have been proposed in the past. This can be generally classified into two categories: Top-down and bottom-up approaches. Top-down approaches start from the idea that fine details inside textures are perceptually irrelevant and therefore, they can be replaced with an equivalent content given a set of statistical constraints. On the other hand, the bottom-up approaches takes into the account the perceptual properties of the textured signals and distribute the bitrate adaptively, or allocate the distortions, according to their perceptual sensitivity. A well known example of top-down approaches is texture synthesis. It has been utilized many times in video coding after the inspiring work by Ndjiki-Nya et.al. [4] . In this approach, the texture is removed at the encoder side and synthesis parameters are sent to the decoder. Similarly, texture synthesis was used for interpolating textures between pictures [5] , or replacing the texture with a simplified version [6] , [7] , [8] and [9] .
For bottom-up approaches, there has been a lot of focus put into static textures, while neglecting the dynamic ones. An example of this [10] , [11] , is to consider the sensitivity of each region of the scene in distributing the bitrate. A recent investigation on dynamic textures has shown that there is a large amount of perceptual redundancies, that can be exploited to provide significant bitrate saving in HEVC [12] . Previously, motion of dynamic texture was predicted using texture synthesis model based on Auto Regressive Moving Average (ARMA) prediction H.264/AVC [1] . ARMA is a linear model and its performance is limited to simple motions which are now well handled by HEVC. More complicated motion still needs more advanced modeling.
Recently, phase based methods have shown promising results in video motion processing and interpolation [14] , [15] . In this paper, we have used phase of complex wavelet coefficients for dynamic texture synthesis coding, for every 3 consecutive B pictures, 1 B picture in the middle is skipped at the encoder and later synthesized at the decoder using wavelet transform. Skipping B pictures for such a content will have minor effects on the motion compensation performance of HEVC, due to Intra prediction being mostly used when predicting B pictures, comprising of dynamic texture content. It is a matter of fact that, intra coded signal takes more bits compared to inter and therefore, by skipping 50% of the B pictures provides 27 − 45% saving in bitrate for dynamic texture content as shown in Fig. 2 .
Rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II reviews 978-1-5090-5966-9/16/$31.00 ©2016 IEEE the phase video interpolation followed by its application to dynamic texture synthesis is discussed in Section III. Section IV discusses the experimental results. Conclusions are drawn in Section V. II. PHASE SHIFT VIDEO INTERPOLATION The presented approach in this Section is based on the work [15] . Phase shift between two pictures corresponds to the motion in a video. Interpolating such a phase shift can synthesize another intermediate picture. We have exploited this work for benefiting dynamic texture coding. In this section we will give a brief overview of the algorithm given in [15] as it is important to understand the further work.
A. Steerable Pyramid
In general for two-dimensional functions, one can separate the sinusoids into bands not only according to the frequency ω, but also according to spatial orientation θ, using the complexvalued steerable pyramid [16] . The steerable pyramid filters resemble Gabor wavelets and, when applied to the discrete Fourier transform of an image, they decompose the input image into a number of oriented frequency bands R ω,θ . The remaining frequency content which has not been captured in the pyramid levels is summarized in (real valued) high and lowpass residuals. It is to be noted that for this work these pyramids have been generalized to arbitrarily scaling factor λ due to better cross-scale phase correlation. Amplitude A ω,θ and phase φ ω,θ of above computed complex coefficients are subsequently calculated.
B. Phase shift interpolation with confidence based shifting
Assuming that motion is encoded in the phase shift, interpolating it requires computation of phase difference φ diff between the phases φ 1 and φ 2 of two adjacent pictures. Due to periodicity of the phase value, resulting angular values are between [−π, π] which correspond to smaller angular differences between the two input phases. Displacement corresponding to a phase difference of more than π leads to a phase ambiguity. To overcome this ambiguity, the method for shift correction is proposed in [15] , based on the assumption that the phase difference between two pyramid levels does not differ arbitrarily, i.e. phase differences between levels can be used as a confidence measure that quantifies whether the computed phase shift is reliable. The shift correction helps to interpolate the motion of high frequency content more robustly. The corrected phase shift φ diff is linearly interpolated to synthesize any motion in between phases φ 1 and φ 2 .
III. EXTENSION OF PHASE INTERPOLATION TO DYNAMIC TEXTURE CONTENT
Motion of dynamic textures have a complex random character, as a result they are challenging to encode. Conventional motion compensation algorithms used in state of the art HEVC completely fail when performing inter prediction for B pictures as a result, residual has high energy. Based on the Rate Distorion decision mechanism the codec often switches to Intra, shown in Fig. 1b . This behavior of codec opens up door for novel ways of modeling such a content.
Fig. 3: Dynamic texture synthesis: Every S picture is reconstructed at the decoder from the closest neighbors i.e. decoded E pictures using complex wavelets
A. Skipping B pictures
The goal of the algorithm is to first skip and later synthesize the skipped pictures. This is a pre-processing step, in which we skip even numbered pictures during encoding. In general, if the original picture count is even, the remaining pictures left after preprocessing is given by (count/2) + 1 else, if the original picture count was odd the remaining picture count is given by (count/2) − 0.5 .
B. Synthesis of B pictures
At the decoder side, the bitstream is decoded followed by skipped B picture synthesis as shown in Fig. 3 , skipped picture e.g S 1 is synthesized from the two adjacent already decoded neighbor pictures E 1 and E 2 using the algorithm mentioned in Section II. The decoded E pictures are decomposed using multiscale oriented linear filters [16] . The resulting coefficients are complex-valued: The real and imaginary parts correspond to even and odd-symmetric filter impulse responses. Phase difference between between corresponding oriented frequency bands of the two consecutive decoded E pictures is calculated using four quadrant inverse tangent, followed by linear interpolation of the phase shift.
This method does not require any side information as it is simple linear interpolation of phases between bands of similar frequency and orientation. The output of interpolation is the phase of picture to be synthesized but, to complete the reconstruction of B picture, we will also need its magnitude, [15] . Doing such blending reduces the luminance of picture and introduces blurriness as shown in Fig. 4b . The reason is that motion in case of dynamic textures is very rapid, with highly varying contrasts over time. As a result, the magnitude widely varies between consecutive frames and averaging such a magnitude makes the reconstruction look blurry. In the proposed solution for the intermediate picture's magnitude, the magnitude is not linearly blended where is it changing beyond a certain threshold ρ.
Algorithm 1 Algorithm for synthesis of magnitude
In algorithm 1 A 1 and A 2 are magnitudes of decoded picture E 1 and E 2 . We use the greater of two magnitudes for the intermediate picture S 1 as perceptually it looked better and sharper as shown in Fig. 4c . If the difference in magnitudes is less that ρ we simply blend the magnitudes. Lowband is linearly blended in this case and high frequency of the later picture E 2 is chosen. Final reconstruction is obtained by using inverse transform. The interpolated S picture between two E pictures is perceptually of high quality.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For evaluation purposes a 256 × 256 sequence resolution consisting of dynamic texture is studied. These sequences were cropped from original 4k video sequences [17] such that the selected areas only include dynamic texture content. Temporally, the sequences have an extent of 500 ms. The purpose of selecting short term sequences is to have as much homogeneous contents as possible. Both spatial and temporal resolution have been selected subject to perceptual constraints, spatially the sequences are within the foveal vision, whereas temporally they are beyond the minimum fixation time (100-200 ms).
A. Bitrate Saving
In order to show the amount of possible saving in bitrate, we have compared the bitrate between HEVC's random access configuration and the proposed coding scheme at the same QPs. The results are averaged for four QP values (22, 27, 32 and 37) as shown in Fig. 2 , the error bar in the figure corresponds to standard deviation of the four QPs.
The bar graph in Fig. 2 clearly shows that 27 − 45% of the bitrate is allocated to the skipped B pictures. For our proposed scheme, we have used 120 Hz sequences, after skipping B pictures during encoding it changes down to 60 Hz. The skipped B pictures are then synthesized at the decoder using the algorithm mention in Section II and III. The resulting sequences have better spatial quality as shown in Fig. 5 at same bitrate, as it retains more spatial details compared to HEVC. Temporally, the motion is coherent with less blockiness compared to HEVC. Perceptual details inside dynamic texture are of less importance to the human observer and therefore, the approach is considered to be appropriate for such type of contents. Subjective evaluations are performed for quality assessment, to assess the quality of the proposed method in comparison to the HEVC at similar bitrates.
B. Objective Evaluation
Evaluating the proposed model objectively is not appropriate as the target of the proposed scheme is not to approximate the reference. This is because we are highly deviating from pixel fidelity when synthesis is used. However, for odd pictures which are encoded with HEVC, the objective score is always better, as we have saving in bitrate. However, synthesis causes reduction in PSNR for even pictures. This is quite expected as PSNR is not a proper measure of the perceived distortion for synthesis. In contrast, the visual quality of the synthesized picture is better than the reconstructed HEVC image at the same bitrate shown in Fig. 5 . 
C. Subjective Evaluation
For evaluation of the proposed model, we designed a specific subjective test to verify its usefulness. The test is a pair wise comparison in which the observers saw two sequences side by side as shown in Fig. 7 , and were asked two compare and select the one that they preferred. The observers were also allowed to have no preference option, to reduce the amount of random selections. The subjective testing material consisted of five source sequences as shown in Fig. 6 . The observers were allowed to repeat and play the sequences at their choice. The sequences were encoded at four compression levels (q1; q2; q3 and q4), QPs ranging in value between 22 to 37. The proposed scheme is compared to conventional HEVC random access configuration at same bitrate. Five subjects participated in the test, their respective responses are given in Table I . In this table, 1 refers to when the proposed model is preferred, −1 when default HEVC is preferred and 0 refers to no preference. Overall, we can see that the average is a positive number, which indicates that the subjects generally preferred the synthesis over the default HEVC.
V. CONCLUSION
The paper presents a novel scheme for B picture synthesis in the context of dynamic texture coding. HEVC switches to intra prediction in B pictures with smaller partitionings eventually, leading to high bitrate. The proposed scheme skips every even B picture during encoding process. The skipped pictures are synthesized using phase shift interpolation from already decoded neighboring pictures. Skipping half of B pictures saves 27 − 45% bitrate. The paper has presented a novel idea, about new ways for exploration and modeling dynamic texture content from the perspective of benefitting video coding. In a realistic scenario structure and texture will be segmented, textured blocks in B pictures can be skipped and later synthesized at the decoder. Objective quality 978-1-5090-5966-9/16/$31.00 ©2016 IEEE Investigating decision mechanism based on perceptual metrics will be a stepping stone for this research.
Our future work will focus on skipping more than 1 B picture, and then synthesizing. This is currently challenging as dynamic textures have rapid motion and interpolating phase shift in between distant pictures can be ambiguous and produce annoying artifacts in the synthesized pictures. 
